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For Box Base:  Use 1 sheet of 12” x 12” CS 
Score CS on all sides at 3”, leaving a 6” x 6” center square.  Trim corners off diagonally, and clip at 
outside vertical score lines.  Decorate box base as desired before assembly.  When ready, glue or 
otherwise adhere corners to form box. 

  
 

For Box Lid:  Use 1 sheet 8 ½” square CS, and one 5 ½” square window sheet 
Score CS on all sides in 1 1/8” (or at 7 3/8”.)  Trim corners off diagonally, and clip outside vertical 
lines, as in box base.  If using a window, measure in ¾” from score lines on all edges, marking the 
window square.  Carefully cut out window.  Flip over, and decorate lid as desired.  Turn back face 
down, and outline window opening in Sticky Strip.  Apply window sheet over window opening.  Glue 
or otherwise adhere corners to assemble. 

    
 

Divider Inserts:  All CS to match box base, 1-6” x 11 ½” and 2-3” x 11 ½” pieces. 
Decorate all strips as desired.  Score along long edges at 2 7/8”, 5 ¾” and 8 5/8” on all pieces.  Fold 
in half, then fold up ends into “W” shape.  Insert wider piece first, then arrange smaller pieces on 
either side to create 4 spaces. 
 



Kit Contents:  Roll out 12 curved cupcake wrapper shapes using the Perfect Settings Big Shot die.  
Use DSP, or CS and decorate as desired.  Assemble wrappers and put two stacks of 6 in 2 box 
compartments.  Using toothpicks and punches, create 12 cake picks and place 6 of each in the 
remaining compartments.  Go crazy with the picks!  Really, the sky’s the limit.  Add coordinating cake 
decorative sprinkles or sugar ornaments.  Close up kit, and tie with wide ribbon.  Add a tag and a card 
for the extra touches! 

   
 
 
 

Land of the Free Card 
 

Top landscape fold standard card base in Whisper 
White CS.  Ruby Red CS (retired) layer at 5 3/8” x 4 
1/8”, Blue Bayou CS (retired) layer at 5 ¼” x 4”.  For 
flag, Ruby Red piece 3” X 1 ¾”, Blue Bayou piece 2 
7/8” x 1 5/8”, and Whisper White piece at 2 ¾” x 1 
½”. 
Using Stamp-a-ma-jig, stamp “stripes” of flag onto 
small Whisper White piece in Ruby Red.  Stamp flag 
stars onto white scrap in Blue Bayou.  Trim stars 
and adhere to flag stripes.  Distress edges if 
desired.  Assemble flag layers as shown.  Punch
star shapes from white scrap and adhere to larger 
Blue Bayou CS.  Emboss Blue Bayou piece with 
Square Lattice embossing folder on Big Shot.  
Assemble card layers, then pop dot card piece to 
center.  Tie bow from red striped Baker’s Twine and 
adhere with glue dot to upper left corner of flag.  
Stamp red and blue stars on envelope front low

 out 

er 
right corner. 


